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KonTiKi inTerlocKing DecK Tiles - care anD MainTenance guiDelines

Do’s and Dont’s: 
- DO NOT use petroleum based products on the deck tiles 

- Avoid contact with Sunscreen, bug spray or bubble solution 

- DO NOT use rubber backed mats, ONLY natural fiber mats

- DO NOT use a pressure washer on the deck tiles

- DO NOT use any form of decking cleaner on the deck tiles. Mild dish soap is sufficient to clean with

- DO NOT drag heavy items across the surface or the tiles will scratch

- Can be left outside all year round

Cleaning:
- Regular cleaning can be done by spraying down the deck with a garden hose,

- If necessary using a solution of water and mild dish soap to mop with, then hosing off once again will allow for a deeper clean

- Squeegee away any excess water to avoid soap build up

Scratches
- Minor scratches and abrasions can be repaired by gently rubbing the affected area with fine steel wool, then buffing with a bit of 

 WD-40 on a clean cloth.

- Heavier scratches may be filled using a common furniture scratch repair pencil that closely resembles your Deck Tile colour.   

 Examples include ‘Paint Pal Putty Pencil’ and ‘Minwax – Blend-Fil’ pencil. Please practice these techniques on an Kontiki sample 

 before attempting repairs on your finished product. **Please note that this tactic can minimize the look of the scratch but it will not 

 remove the scratch entirely**

Winter Care
- A plastic shovel can be used to remove snow (no metal shovels as it may gouge the tiles)

- A straw broom can be used to remove a light dusting of snow

- Fine grain sand and salt can be used to remove ice. As well as ice melt products such as calcium chloride can be used

  


